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	Apache Open For Business (Apache OFBiz) is an enterprise resource planning (ERP) system that provides a common data model and an extensive set of business processes. But without proper guidance on developing performance-critical applications, it is easy to make the wrong design and technology decisions. The power and promise of Apache OFBiz is comprehensively revealed in a collection of self-contained, quick practical recipes in this Cookbook.


	This book covers a range of topics from initial system setup to web application and HTML page creation, Java development, and data maintenance tasks. Focusing on a series of most commonly performed OFBiz tasks, this book provides clear, cogent, and easy-to-follow instructions designed to make the most of your OFBiz experience.


	Let this book be your guide to enhancing your OFBiz productivity by saving you valuable time. Written specifically to give clear and straight forward answers to the most commonly asked OFBiz questions, this compendium of OFBiz recipes will show you everything you need to know to get things done in OFBiz. Whether you are new to OFBiz or an old pro, you are sure to find many useful hits and handy tips here. Topics range from getting started to configuration and system setup, security and database management through the final stages of developing, and testing new OFBiz applications.


	Unlock the power and promise of Apache OFBiz with this comprehensive collection of concise, insightful and proven recipes, timesaving techniques and helpful hints.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Learn OFBiz artifact organization and effective (OFBiz) project navigation skills.
	
		Configure OFBiz web applications and framework settings using various WebTools.
	
		Access and manage one or more database(s) using the OFBiz Entity engine.
	
		Create Java programs that call other OFBiz Services and utilities.
	
		Use Groovy to prepare data for web page presentation.
	
		Enhance existing OFBiz applications or create new ones, by implementing OFBiz Screen, Form, Tree and Menu Widgets.
	
		Create and deploy OFBiz Events and Services.
	
		Make easy administrative changes from the command line.
	
		Add web service client(s) and service provider features to your OFBiz instance.
	
		Minimize frustration and wasted time with straightforward recipes designed to get you up and running quickly.



	Approach


	The best way to experience OFBiz is to dive right in and start "kicking the tires". No matter if you are an end user exploring the out-of-the-box e-commerce web store or a software developer getting ready to build a new application, you will find, eventually, that you perform the same tasks over and over again. This book is designed as a reference to guide you through those oft encountered OFBiz tasks. It is a collection of recipes, not necessarily in any particular order of importance, that address and give answer to many of the very real world questions asked about how to do things with OFBiz.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are an OFBiz user who has some familiarity with enterprise software systems, and perhaps more importantly, Internet and Web exposure, you will be able to glean useful information from this book. For following some recipes you will need only basic knowledge of modern browser behavior (for example: how to click a mouse button) while others assume only a passing familiarity with a text-editor and XML documents. If you are a software developer looking for Java and/or Groovy examples, this book also includes a chapter on Java software development.
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Inside SQL Server 2005 Tools (Microsoft Windows Server System Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
Direct from Microsoft Insiders: the Complete Hands-On Guide to

SQL Server 2005’s Powerful Tools!

 




Microsoft SQL Server 2005’s high-powered management tools can dramatically
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Bash Quick Start Guide: Get up and running with shell scripting with BashPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how to write shell script effectively with Bash, to quickly and easily write powerful scripts to manage processes, automate tasks, and to redirect and filter program input and output in useful and novel ways. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Demystify the Bash command line
	
			Write shell...
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Deja Review Obstetrics & GynecologyMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	“Flash cards in a book” for the Obstetrics & Gynecology shelf-exam and the USMLE Step 2 CK -- written by students, for students


	". . . well organized and an easy read for the medical student looking to get a concise review on relevant content, material, and concepts tested on the USMLE Step...
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Digital Painting Fundamentals with Corel Painter 11 (First Edition)Course Technology PTR, 2009

	Unlock your digital artistic talent with Corel Painter 11, the industry standard for pixel-based drawing and painting. Digital Painting Fundamentals with Corel Painter 11 provides step-by-step instructions for using the basic features of Painter 11 along with a Wacom graphics tablet. Created for artists by artists, Painter 11 realistically...
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Bayesian Logical Data Analysis for the Physical Sciences: A Comparative Approach with Mathematica® SupportCambridge University Press, 2010

	Bayesian inference provides a simple and unified approach to data analysis, allowing experimenters to assign probabilities to competing hypotheses of interest, on the basis of the current state of knowledge. By incorporating relevant prior information, it can sometimes improve model parameter estimates by many orders of magnitude. This book...
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Poetry and Poetics in the Presocratic Philosophers: Reading Xenophanes, Parmenides and Empedocles as LiteratureCambridge University Press, 2021

	Of the Presocratic thinkers traditionally credited with the foundation of Greek philosophy, Xenophanes, Parmenides and Empedocles are exceptional for writing in verse. This is the first book-length, literary-critical study of their work. It locates the surviving fragments in their performative and wider cultural contexts, applying intertextual...
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